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Nights out with Bells on
IT’S the biggest party of the year —
and as usual, Scotland is spoilt for
choice when it comes to clubbing.
From house and techno to beats
and bass, let SFTW guide you
through your options . . .

EDINBURGH

NINA NESBITT, left: I only discovered the
Edinburgh teenager a few months ago when
she was added to the bill at Clyde 1 Live at
the SECC along with the likes of Jessie J, Olly
Murs, Pixie Lott and Sugababes.
With just guitar and vocals she more than
matched the big names. Since then, she has
supported Ed Sheeran and Example, as well
as grabbing herself a major publishing deal.
THE IMAGINEERS: These guys get better
every time I see them. Most recently, I introduced them onstage in George Square as
part of the Glasgow Loves Christmas event.
That’s the performance that gave them the
edge over other acts I was considering for
this list. Scores of people approached me to
find out more about this brilliant band who
fuse indie pop with Latin rhythms.
JOHN WEAN: Amusingly suffixed as “(pronounced John Wayne)” south of the border,
the indie quartet from Uddingston, Lanarkshire, were one of the first names on my list.
Their debut single, Desperate Dan, found
its way on to some key radio shows despite
being a low-key release. The follow-up, New
York Doesn’t Love You, is now in production
and should further enhance their reputation.
THE LAFONTAINES: I’ve been a fan of these
guys for a while, but I was never sure whether
it was a bit of a joke, or something to be taken

more seriously. But what matters is that they
are great fun, and an amazing live act.
A Glaswegian rap and rock crossover might
not be everybody’s cup of tea. Indeed, a friend
of mine, a well-known BBC DJ, actively dislikes them! But I love it.
LITTLE EYE: Winning the inaugural
In:Demand Unsigned Act Of The Year at the
Young Scot Awards 2011 in April has played
a key part in Little Eye’s progression.
It was there they first met Alesha Dixon and
her Glasgow-based manager Malcolm Blair,
who now co-manage Little Eye. They’ve built a
following by posting cover versions on
YouTube, but their own songs are just as good.
VUKOVI: Fronted by fiery vocalist Janine
Shilstone, the Ayrshire band are one of Scotland’s hottest rock prospects, but it’s far more
than just belting out noisy numbers.
I caught them doing some acoustic tracks a
few months back. The real quality of songwriting can be exposed when you strip it right
back, and Vukovi’s performance proved that.
Look out for their new EP next month.
Q Hear Jim playing tracks from his tips for
2012, plus the best of his sessions on
In:Demand Uncut, Sunday 7-10pm on Clyde
1, Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio Borders,
Tay FM, West FM & West Sound FM. See
jimgellatly.com

UP FOR A LAF . . . the Lafontaines, left, and Little Eye

DREAMING OF STARDOM
. . . the Imagineers, above,
and John Wean, left

RAW TALENT . . . versatile Ayrshire rockers Vukovi
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The official HOGMANAY AFTERSHOW CLUB is at the HMV Picture
House. Super-producer Mark Ronson,
below — who’s also playing live at the
huge outdoor Street Party — delivers a
DJ set, while Sub Focus and Radio 1’s
rising stars Jaymo and Andy George
also take to the decks. See edinburghshogmanay.org
At the Liquid Room, WE
LOVE plays host to Bristol’s bass-heavy house
hero Julio Bashmore,
Swiss techno star Deetron and resident Jozif,
alongside Gareth Sommerville, Laurie Neil, Nick
Yuill and Kirk Douglas.
See welove-music.com
After a year wowing
Space in Ibiza and the
Global Gathering festival,
Mark Knight brings his
TOOLROOM KNIGHTS
tour to the Ocean Terminal for a massive
techno bash, with
support from D
Ramirez, Mark

Storie, Derek McNee and Tony Moran.
See oceanterminal.co.uk
GASOLINE DANCE MACHINE take
over Cabaret Voltaire with Cheap
Picasso and Kris Wasabi in the main
room, and Rendezvous and Ladies On
Rotation elsewhere. See thecabaretvoltaire.com
If funk, soul, jazz and latin vibes float
your boat then check out DEPARTURE LOUNGE at The Caves. It’s
going to be a big one, with nine-piece
brass outfit Orkestra Del Sol heading
the bill, and Soul Foundation — all ten
of them — and the 15-strong Edinburgh Samba School also hitting the
stage. See departurelounge.me.uk
And at the Bongo Club, HEADSPIN and MUMBO JUMBO team
up for a party fuelled by funk,
soul, hip hop, mash-ups, house,
electro and more. See thebongoclub.co.uk

GLASGOW

The legendary Sub Club is
seeing the year out with a bang

as Kristian Beyer from German house
juggernaut Ame joins the resident
team of Harri, Domenic, Junior, Esa
and Telford at SUBCULTURE. See
subclub.co.uk
The perenially hip OPTIMO crew are
taking over the incredible Glue Factory
warehouse venue with JD Twitch and
JG Wilkes at the helm and the Optimo
Turbo Soundsystem in place — expect
the unexpected. See optimo.co.uk
Also on the warehouse tip, mysterious duo Tiger & Woods — 2011’s
undisputed kings of cut-up disco —
headline Finnieston’s excellent SWG3.
Support comes from Slow It Down,
HaHaHa, Chungo-Bungo, Itch!, I AM
(Beta) and Wake. See swg3.tv
MELTING POT, HIGHLIFE and
DIVINE have joined forces to take over
The Admiral. Andrew Pirie and Simon
Cordiner go head to head with Auntie
Flo, Brian D’Souza and Alejandro Paz
for a house, techno and disco throwdown in the basement, while Andrew
Divine and Hushpuppy keep it freaky
and funky in the bar. See meltingpot-

glasgow.com
At LA CHEETAH, the party spills
over into MAX’S BAR as Detroit’s
Patrice Scott, acid house maverick
Neville Watson and electro stars TLR
and Mr Pauli join the likes of Dan
Monox, Wardy, Matt Allcaps and
Dommm for a wild night of 4/4 beats.
See maxsbar.co.uk
NUMBERS have scaled things back
a bit after a year dominating the clubbing landscape — but they’re teaming
up with VITAMINS for a bash at the
always-excellent Stereo. No big-name
guests, just a host of local party-starters: Bake Allcaps, Bamboo Palace,
Bobby Cleaver, Goodhand, Nok La
Rok, Ryan Allcaps, Sam Vitamin, Shaun
fae Solar and S Type. See nmbrs.net

DETROIT SPINNER . . . Patrice Scott

ABERDEEN

The north-east’s premier club venue,
SNAFU, is throwing a Hogmanay Hoedown with their favourite resident DJs.
A La Fu, Nocturne, Si Smith, Greg
Gibb and Krazzy Martin keep the tunes
flowing till 4am. See clubsnafu.com

SUB SONIC . . . Ame’s Kristian Beyer

